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Aloha from the 7th Dive!
By Daniel P. Curtin Jr, Cpt

The Dive Team has truly defined "Hit the ground running" since we landed in Kuwait. In our first
three weeks, we had our feet in four countries in Southwest Asia. We have had a chance to put our
rookies in the water, and give our new Diving Supervisors a chance to get a great start on their
qualifications.

We have sent the 544thDive home to Fort Eustis after ajob well done. The 7thwould like to thank
those Soldiers for the truly professional legacy they have left, and the thorough turnover that has helped
us follow professionally in their wake. The new facility was a little slow getting powered up, but it is
certainly an asset to our operation.

Congratulations to our newly promoted NCOs;
SSG Foster, SSG Williams, SGT Evers and SGT Tomlin.
These Soldiers certainly have earned their stripes. They
continue to work hard and set the standard for those
around them. Additionally, just before SGT Tomlin's
promotion, he won the BN Soldier of the Year Board.

Congratulations also go out to 2LT Biggerstaff for his
ascension to 1LT. We have also had six reenlistments. The
guys have an opportunity to cash in on their bonuses tax-free,
and the Army gets to keep great Soldiers who will continue to
serve in the Dive field. In true Diver fashion, they chose an
unusual location near the water; a marker buoy in the middle
of the Persian Gulf.

The majority of our work here thus far has centered around ship's husbandry and some salvage. We've
completed more than a dozen missions on the five
Coast Guard Cutters in theatre. The highlight being a
110' Coast Guard vessel that hit an obstruction, at
night, out in the Gulf, and ripped a hole in her bow.
Fortunately, the crew was able to control the flooding
enough to get into port. The 7thused the opportunity to
dive the new Extreme Light Weight Diving System
(XLDS). We worked together with the Coast Guard
crew to survey the damage, custom form a patch, and
seal the hull in a days work. The new XLDS performed
very well, and our zero seepage repair was sound
enough for the vessel to make a 250 nautical mile trip
to a shipyard for permanent repairs. HOO YAH DEEP SEA!
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Among our favorite things to
do as Anny Divers is the salvage of
US Naval vessels. The US Navy
accommodated us by sinking a 34'
Patrol Boat (PB) about one mile off
shore from Kuwait Naval Base (KNB)
in the Persian Gulf. Using an ARMY
LCU as a diving platform, the 7thwas
able to re-float the PB using lift bags.
All weapon systems, ammunition,
sensitive items and equipment were recovered. The PB was secured to the LCU and towed to a crane at
KNB.

7thDive has assisted our Kuwait Host in a few salvage recons and sunken vessel surveys that we
hope will blossom into full scale projects. And we've been called upon to assist in the diagnosis of a
Kuwait Diver. In addition to the work on the Anny's LSVs, the Kuwait Harbor also holds a small pre-
positioned fleet that has provided some maintenance work. A visiting British ship has also dropped a gun
tube into the harbor for us to retrieve.

Our one jump into Iraq thus far brought ten of us out to Anbar Province to recover four Soldiers
from a helicopter that crashed into Haditha Dam Reservoir. We responded within 24 hours, and the last
Soldiers were accounted for as we arrived. The most important thing was the accountability of the
Soldiers. Beyond that, we know we can push our Soldiers and 10,000 lbs of Dive gear anywhere in
theatre within 24 hours if needed. We also learned there may be a need for deep capabilities here as the
reservoir is 130+ feet in depth.
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7th Dive also hosted a team of British Army Engineer Divers while they worked on their
recertification dives at KNB. Due to being stationed in Basra, Iraq, they do not have a secured enough
area to train locally. It was a great week long opportunity for 7thDive because some of our divers were
able to dive their rigs and see how they run their diving
operations.

Recently, our major focus has been on hydrographic
surveys. We completed a hydrographic survey of Jazirat Kabbar
Island, led by SSG Haldeman, in order to find a safe landing area
for Army LCU's while they work in support of a Kuwait
Antenna Repair Mission on the Island. Following the island
survey, we moved back to KNB to conduct a Hydrographic
Survey of the KNB Port for the Kuwaiti Navy. Both of these
missions have given us good opportunities to work with the new
GEOXT / Sonarmite hardware combinations in our
Hydrographic Survey Sets.

Some of our better shooters were able to participate in National Rifle and Pistol Matches held here
in Kuwait. All were able to hone their marksmanship skills and be educated in the differences between
tactical and match shooting. One of us, however, stood out above the rest. SFC Green was awarded the
US Army Bronze Excellence in Competition Rifleman's Badge. It is worn on the Class A uniform. Can I
get a HOO YAH DEEP SEA!?

The MWR Program is very active here in Kuwait. The Divers have participated in many events
and placed well in some too. The latest claim to fame was SGT Tomlin taking the third place medal by
putting up 315lbs in the bench press competition.

MWR has also shuttled our Soldiers to see different parts of Kuwait city in addition to touring the
Kuwait Towers and the Grand Mosque.

We're happy to welcome SGT Haney, SPC
Lott and SPC Luchak into our dessert home, and
we're looking forward to getting them in the water
and putting them to work. We have managed well
here with our 19 divers, but the assistance of our
newly received divers will definitely prove to be
extremely valuable in our last 8 months of
deployment.

We have been here long enough to see the
first of our R&R Soldiers return, but we still have
plenty of time left before we see the first signs of the
74thon the horizon.
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Fort Eustis Dive Com

COMMANDER DEEP SEA!!

Hello again to everyone in the Dive
Company family. These past few months have
been extremely busy for us here at the Dive
Company and it looks like it will continue to be
that way through the spring months. The 1SG
and 1want to take this time to let you know how
things are going and where we are headed. We
have accomplished great things here through the

hard work of our divers and the constant sUfPort
of all the families. The 74th,86th,and 511t just
returned from a very successful Range Week. 1
believe all Soldiers had fun conducting the
Zodiac Live Fire, Convoy Live Fire, demolition
mission, and of course combatives (I apologize if
any of your husbands came home with a black
eye or bloody nose). The 544this settling back
into things here at Ft. Eustis and starting to get
back to work on their equipment which has
returned from Operation Iraqi Freedom.

Over the upcoming months the Company
will be busy in its daily efforts in supporting the
Battalion and in upcoming training and TDY
events. Some of our highlights include: dam
inspections out in Oregon, Arkansas, and
Missouri, a wire replacement mission to Chief
Joseph Dam in Washington, HLOTS in
Guatemala, Diver Appreciation Week, the
Commander's Challenge, Deep Blue, Blue Hole
in New Mexico, Caven Point Pier Rehab,
Roguish Buoy in Canada, tire removal project in
Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and a net removal project out
in Washington. Needless to say, we are
extremely busy.

For those families who will be around the
week of 23 APR- 27 APR will be Diver
Appreciation Week. We will conduct various
diver related tasks to include the Commander's
Challenge which will be even longer and harder
than in previous years. You are more than

welcome to come out and watch your Divers
compete. We will also have a BBQ on 27 APR
to gather current and former members of the
Dive Company in an afternoon of building esprit
de corps.

Again, 1want to thank everyone for all of
their support and 1 appreciate everyone's
understanding during these busy times. The
good thing is that we are busy and your loved
ones are conducting training and missions that
are worthwhile and what they joined the Army to
conduct.

Thank you for your continued support of
the FRG program and helping me on a day-to-
day basis. 1 appreciate all that you do. That
being said, 1hope this message finds everyone in
good spirits and looking forward to the
upcoming summer months. 1 hope to see
everyone at the next FRG meeting! Thanks
again. HOO-YAR!!! DEEP SEA!!!

CPT PJ Inskeep
1SG Patrick Andrews

569th HOO-YAH!!!

Hello again everyone,

This quarter, 1 would like to say thank
you to all the families of the Dive Company who
continue to make sacrifices for their Soldiers.
Without your support, the Company would not
function as smoothly and efficiently as it does.
With that being said, the Company has been, as
always, ever busy planning, training, and
conducting various missions around the world.
January, February, and March brought about
missions to Guatemala, Oregon, Washington,
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Arkansas, and Missouri involving every Team in
the Company. As previously stated, when the
Teams are busy conducting missions, we of the
569th are working diligently behind the scenes
handling the most important facets of every
mission - planning and resources. Everyone
associated with the Dive Company should be
extremely proud of the Soldiers of the 569thfor
their outstanding efforts this last quarter; as it has
been one of unending, relentless work and
challenge, keeping the Teams moving and
getting them what they need to conduct
operations. The Soldiers of the 569thhave not
missed a beat, and my hat is offto them.

The Company will not slow down at all
in the upcoming quarter. We will conduct the
annual training mission "Deep Blue," as well as,
missions to Florida, New Jersey, New Mexico,
and Galveston through the months of April,
May, and June. Once again, the Soldiers of the
569th are the ones who will ensure that the
missions are conducted without a hitch.

We say goodbye this month to SGT Eric
and Debbie LaRosa and their daughter Harley
who left the Army to pursue bigger and better
things in Kansas. Good luck and good fortune,
LaRosa family. You will be sorely missed by
all. We also say goodbye to SGT Keisha and
Thaddeus Pittman, who have moved on to
Florida to try their luck in the civilian world.
Thanks for all your hard work and support to the
Company throughout your time with us. We say
welcome to SSG Kyle Dodge and SSG Josh and
Audrey West and their boys Ryan, Tyler, Cody,
and Logan. We look forward to all you bring the
569th! Congratulations go out to lLT Tim
Mitroka and his wife Kathleen who delivered
two beautiful baby girls in the month of
February. Welcome to the world, Elizabeth and
Emily Mitroka!

Lastly, I would like to invite everyone to
the next FRG meeting on April the 11that 7:00
p.m. Any program is only as good as the people

who support it and any and everyone is invited
to participate. Any participation will be greatly
appreciated.

1LT Mike Hallman

74thPOSEIDON

Greetings from the 74th! Now back
from the holiday season, the work tempo
already has ramped up. Since coming back
from the holidays, the 74th deployed to Fort
Pickett, VA, for a very successful range week
where the Soldiers were able to qualify with
their rifles. Since range week, the 74th took a
day in February to honor our country and our
Presidents during a trip to Washington, D.C.
During their trip, the 74th toured the Pentagon,
the Holocaust Museum, the National History
Museum, and all the tourist attractions on the
Mall. This day was a great day to build team
camaraderie while gaining a greater
appreciation for the country we are fighting
for. Since the trip to D.C., the 74th has been
preparing for their trip to The Dalles, OR, to
work on three different hydroelectric dams.
The 74th will be in The Dalles for the entire
month of March to train on numerous
underwater engineering tasks. Since only 13
divers can go on the mission, some divers in
the 74th will be attending different military
courses such as the Warrior Leader Course and
the Emergency Medical Technician Course to
better prepare for the upcoming deployment.

After the mission in March, the 74th
will prepare for Deep Blue during the month of
May and then a FTX will be conducted during
the month of June. On a personnel note, the
74th has received three new Soldiers. SPC
Paolo Cavenaghi, PFC Michael Braton, and
PFC Russell Gilliland joined the 74th in
December and they are all very welcomed
additions to the team. We1come to the team
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gentlemen! Also coming to the 74th is SSG
Jason Flack, and he has replaced SSG Kyle
Dodge at the squad leader position. SSG Flack
has already made an impact in the 74th by
providing the leadership that is expected of a
squad leader. Unfortunately, the 74th has to say
goodbye to SSG Kyle Dodge as he has been
moved to 569th to prepare to exit the Army.
SSG Dodge has been a tremendous leader, a
phenomenal NCO, and a great friend to everyone
in the company. He will certainly be missed by
the 74th. Good luck with all your future
endeavors! Congratulations are due for SPC
Kristopher Stribling as he is promoted from
Specialist to Sergeant. SPC Stribling has
developed greatly over the last few years and
will make a great NCO. The 74th would like to
thank all the families of the Deep Sea
community for their continued support. This
support is extremely important as all the Soldiers
prepare for the upcoming deployment in
October. If any of the families need any help or
support, please do not hesitate to call the
command. Thanks again to the spouses and
significant others that help make this team the
best it can be. Until next time, God Bless and
HOO-YAH DEEP SEA!

1LT Trent Geisler

THE MIGHTY 86th

After an enjoyable and well deserved
holiday season the 86th entered the new year
ready to embark on a busy year ahead. The Dive
Company spent over a week at Ft Picket
conducting weapons, demolition, and various
other training events. The 86th planned and
conducted a Zodiac live fire exercise led by SGT
Brandton Rhode. The exercise challenged
Soldiers to practice there marksmanship while
engaging targets from a moving Zodiac. Also

led by the 86th were day and night land
navigation conducted by SPC Jason
Jakovenko, and also, a timed obstacle course
competition led by SPC Logan Luhrsen. The
Range Week operation was a success and
helped maintain and improve our Soldiers
proficiency in many areas.

Since returning from Range Week the
team has been working hard to prepare for our
upcoming US Army Corp of Engineer
(USACE) mission in Branson, MO. SSG
Milton Prater, the mission NCOIC, and the rest
of the 86thwill travel this March to repair the
face of Table Rock Dam and also to perform
reconnaissance operations at the Beaver Lake
Dam in Arkansas for a possible future mission
for the Dive Company.

Also on the horizon, is this year's
annual training in Panama City, FL, Deep
Blue. This year SSG Weston Cox and the 86th
will lead the month long operation in which
teams will rotate during the month of May.
Each team will perform extensive diving
operations to maintain their proficiency and
test all of our Soldier's diving knowledge and
skills.

With the support of an LCU from the
10thBattalion we will be able to immediately
follow this training event with a month long
sustained operation in Fort Lauderdale for the
month of June. SSG Matthew Hawkey has
begun coordinating for this mission, where the
86thwill be working with several other federal
and state government agencies to begin a
multi-year project. The project will work
towards recovering millions of tires that were
placed in the Atlantic Ocean in a failed attempt
to build an artificial reef several miles off the
coast of Fort Lauderdale. This mission has
seen a great deal of national media coverage
and we hope that it will prove to be a very
challenging and rewarding mission. It will
also be a great opportunity to gain positive
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attention for the work that we do as Army Deep
Sea Divers. HOOYAH! DEEP SEA!

1LTRussell Destremps

5ttth TRIDENT

Hello to all from the 511th! Things have begun
to pick up pace after the end of the holiday
season with all the teams departing for different
missions and many individuals swapping teams.
I'd like to take this opportunity to welcome three
new members to the 511thand give a big thanks
to those three Soldiers departing to other teams.
Recently joining us from the 544th are SPC's
Adam Heidrick and Nicolas Marr. Also on
board with us now is SFC Michel and Arika
Vaughan, who will be down in Panama City,
Florida conducting his Master Diver evaluation
in April. Leaving the 511thwas SGT Matt Boyd,
SPC Daniel Murphy, and PFC Ian Stephens. We
all wish everyone the best of luck in their new
teams and welcome the new Soldiers into the
511 tho

Starting the New Year off right was the
Dive Company's annual Range Week training
exercise at Fort Pickett, Virginia. This year's
ranges included training in: combatives, timber-
cutting demolition, a confidence course, convoy
simulation, convoy live fire, zodiac live fire, land
navigation, and everyone qualifying on the M-
4/M-16. The training exercise was conducted
from January 16th to the 24th in cold and
sometimes inclement weather, but despite this
Soldiers got some great training in.

Four days after returning from the field
six Soldiers from the 511thdeployed with the 6th
Transportation Battalion to Guatemala for
Operation: Humanitarian Support over the Shore
(HSOTS). The Soldiers were deployed for the
majority of February acting as a dive support
quick reaction force. While in Guatemala divers

were also able to train on mission essential
taskings such as: lift bag operations, searching
operations, security swims, and boat ramp
rehabilitation. HSOTS was conducted jointly
by the Army and Navy and focused on training
transportation Soldiers in un-loading and
loading operations from the ship to shore. In
this operation Soldiers were unloading heavy
equipment and humanitarian aid to be used in
the countries of: Guatemala, Belize and
Panama.

In the next few months the 511thwill be
finding itself quite busy getting ready for
missions in May and June. First up will be
Deep Blue, which is an annual dive supervisor
training exercise conducted in Panama City,
Florida. Then in June the whole team will also
be heading out for Operation Blue Hole, which
is a sediment removal mission in Santa Rosa,
New Mexico. With the operation tempo
slowly picking up, I encourage everyone and
their families to enjoy their time off; you all
deserve it. And again I appreciate everyone's
dedication to duty; you all make the Dive
Company the great organization it is.
HOOYAH!!! DEEP SEA!!!

1LT Brett Evans

544th SEA MONKEY

Since returning to the states and

enjoing some much deserved block leave, the
544 has taken on a new face. CPT Tom
Darrow has moved on to the Engineer Captains
Career Course, SSG Joshua West has moved
up to the Headquarters Building and is taking
over training. SFC Mike Vaughn is now the
Platoon Sergeant for the 511thDive Team and
he took SSG Andrew Harrision, SPC Adam
Heidrick and SPC Nicholas Marr with him.
They will all be missed. In addition SGT
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Frank Flick, SGT Chad Sluder, SGT Dariusz
Majdanik, and SGT Erich Wagner have all
transitioned out of the anny. We thank them
for their hard years of dedicated service, and
wish them the best of luck on their new
journeys ahead. With the loss of these Soldiers,
the 544th has gained some new faces. We
welcomed to the team SGT Jeb Dunham, SPC
Chaise Turner, SPC Dan Murphy, and PFC Ian
Stephens. SSG Carl Sowards, his wife
Jennifer, and three children Christopher,
Amber, and Kimberly have joined the team
from Panama City, FL. The team also
welcomes its new Platoon Leader 1LT
Matthew Kozlowski, and his wife Kristie to
Virginia, and to the 544thDive Team.

Now that we have mostly transitioned
back to being home, we are ready to get out
working on some dive jobs. Currently SSG
Christian Normandy is preparing the team to
deploy to Bridgeport, WA. The team will get a
taste of colder water as we work for the Corps
of Engineers on the Chief Joseph Dam. The
Chief Joe is the nation's second largest
producer of hydropower and produces around
$450 million annually. SSG Kurt Langley is
also preparing a grueling field exercise for the
74th Dive Team, and SSG Carl Sowards is
making initial preparations to take the team on
a mission to Caven Point, NJ in July.

We all would like to congratulate MSG
Marlo Mendoza on his recent promotion. As
well as SPC Adam Frey for his success on the
promotion board held this month. He did a
great job and was recommended for promotion
to the rank of SGT. SSG Eric Shults also
received the chance to attend the Airborne
Course in Ft. Benning, GA. Thanks again for
all your prayers and support. We will keep
rockin out, and keep you posted on our
adventures.

1LT Matthew Kozlowski

From the desk of the Combat Developer
By SFC Burress

It has been a very busy four months since the last
issue of the bottom times, and most of the time has
been spent working on integrating our Diving Set's
Kits and Outfits (SKO's) into the JCIDS system.
Cracking that code has proved very difficult due to
constant changes in format and required information
in the document. No Engineer SKO had any
supporting JCIDS documentation submitted for
World Wide Staffing (WWS), but that all changed
when the Underwater Photographic Support (UPS)
set went out for WWS February 14th 2007. The
(new) Open Circuit SCUBA (OCS) set, where the
Individual Swimmer Support (ISS) and OCS are
made into one set, has also gone out for WWS. By
the time you are reading this the deadline for
comments back on these documents will have
passed, and we will know whether we cracked the
ice or blew a hole through the process to help secure
funding for new and improved diving equipment.
This has been a long and tedious process and too
many players to name played key roles in this, to
them, thanks for the hard work and tireless efforts
supporting this. In the very near future a SKO
review on all other diving equipment will be
conducted and each and every person should
consider input on all items that have hand receipts.
This input might be to add something, take away
something, or to make sure something stays in a
particular set. Understand that we can't
accommodate every single person's wants, but if
Army diving truly needs something I won't be able
to do it without your input. The SKO review will be
done in Ft. Eustis so if you are there make sure I or
the TACOM people (preferably both of us) get that
information when we come. Feel free to email me
any time at gregorv.burress@us.anny.mil. If any of
you are coming to the FLW area for any reasons in
the near future feel free to contact me for anything I
might be able to assist you with. Finally, a big HOO
YAH and congratulations to those who were selected
for Sergeant First Class and good luck in Master
Diver Evaluations. Well that's about it, till next
time ..
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R.DbeYt L. R£!tJb~et<. -pltssed ~w~W~v\'u~rtJ 27, 2007, ~V\,Aftov\', WtJ0w.LV\,g.

Dur~v\'g WorLd W~r II, R.DbeYt seyved ~s ~ ted1v\'~e~L serge~V\,t ~v\'d w~s ~V\,~rVVltJ d~ver

w~tltt tltte 1.053rd 6v\'g~Vveer PoYt C-ov\'struet~ov\' ~v\'d Re-p~~r Cjrou-p.

R.DbeYt Left Des Mo~VveS, W~sltt~v.,gtov\', ~V\,Febru~rtJ ~43 for b~s~e tr~~v\'~v\'g ~t

FoYt Leov\'~rd Wood, Cjeorg~~, tlttev\' tr~v\'sferred to New yort<. for tr~~v\'~v\'g ~t tltte

N~VtJ s~Lv~ge ~v\'d D~V~v\'gselttooL. His uV\,~t w~s ~ss~gVved to -perforVVluv\'derw~ter

s~Lv~ge, c,oV\,strueHoV\" ~v\'ddeVVloL~Hov\'wort<. ~V\,ltt~rbors, r~vers, ~v\'d -poYts ~V\,Fr~V\,c,e,

B.eLg~UVVl,~ V\,d CjerVVl~v\'tJ.

FoLLow~v.,gV-6 D~tJ, lttew~s tr~v\'sferred d~reetLtJ froVVl tltte 6uro-pe~v\' The~tre to

tltte Pltt~L~-p-p~Vves.He w~s lttoV'vDr~bLtJd~seltt~rged froVVl tltte seYV~ee ~V\,DeeeVVlber of

~45.

R.DbeYt e~rVved tltte As~~He-p~e~f~e seYV~ee Med~L, tltte Pltt~L~-p-p~VveL~ber~t~ov\'

Med~L, tltte 6uro-pe~v\'-Afr~wv\' M~ddLe 6~sterv\' C-~VVl-p~~gv\'Med~L, tltte v~etortJ Med~L,

tltte ArVVltJ Cjood C-oV\,duet Med~L, ~ sltt~r-pslttooter's b~dge, ~ c-eYt~fl.e~te of

A-p-pree~~Hov\' froVVl tltte De-puttJFrev\'eltt C-ov\'suL, ~v\'d lttew~s reeeV\,tLtJ lttoV\,ored btJ tltte

CjoverV\,or of wtJ0VVl~v\'g for devot~ov\' ~v\'d ded~wHov\' to our V\,~t~ov\'~V\,HVVle of w~r.

R.DbeYt w~s ~V\,~eHve VVleVVlberof Aftov\', wtJ0VVl~v\'g/s, VFW Post #4737 ~v\'d

~ f~v\' of tltte lA..S. ArVVltJ D~vers NewsLetter.

For ~LLour freedoVVls, tltt~V\,t<.~ veter~v\'. Th~v\'I'<..s,D~d.
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Why should I attend the 07 reunion?

This is a question I ask myself every year. I also ask myself who will be there that I know, and want to
see? After all, I go to see old friends and remember our good times together. So, why should I go this
year?

In 2005, as president of the army divers association, I asked that question and other than the obvious
answer, I was the association president, I found many reasons to attend. Most of those reasons had to do
with people. I still went to see old friends but I also discovered many new friends that year. Guys like Jim
Heimbach, Hal Letts, John Geis, Glenn Milstead, Mike von Keyserling, Karl Groninger, Shawn English,
Jeff Lane, Bill Bliznick, and Mike Clarke to name just a few. These guys are Korean War veterans,
Vietnam War veterans, active duty guys preparing to go to Iraq and just plain army divers who share a
common history, love and bond for all that is special about being part of an elite group that is army divers.

This year will be very special because as part of our theme, Getting Back to Our Roots, we are working to
find and invite our oldest members to Savannah. This will be your chance to speak with and get to know
WWII, Korean War, and Vietnam War divers. Presently, there are fewer than a dozen World War II
divers remaining and we hope to have at least two with us in Savannah.

So, why attend an Army Divers Reunion, to see those old friends, remember the past and get to know
some guys who came before you or after you and with whom you share a common bond. See you in
Savannah! Bill Duncan

Below are two letters from USADA members and army divers in the 1950's on why they will attend this
year's reunion.

I'm one of the realI/old time" hard hat divers, and would like to see as
many of you other "old timers" as possible at the USADA2007 Reunion. I
graduated from the Ft. Eustis Army DivingSchool in May 1954 and served for
two years assigned to the Northeast Air Commandin Greenland, Labrador and
Newfoundland---as cold as it gets for diving! I had no contact with the Army
or hardhat diving until 2002 when I was lookingfor Jake equipment to dress a
diver in a museum. That led me to the US Army Divers Association and my
attendance of their 2002 Reunion. It was a great time socially as well as
educational I didn't knowthat the Mark V had been phased out in 1987!
And, it was very impressive to see all the active divers at the banquet in their
dress blues---God bless them for what they are doing for our country these
days! Mywife and I have attended reunions in 2003 and 2005, and enjoyed
each of them. We even play in their golf tournaments! Hope to see some of
you for the first time in August.

John Geis
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I was in the service from 1948 to 1952 and had two tours overseas in the Pacific.
The first tour I was based in Okinawa, but worked from Yokohamato French Indo
China. The second tour (Truman said I had a "criticaP' MOS) I served in Korea and
made the first landing at Inchon and was attached to the First Marine Divisionmost
of the time.

I didn't go to very many reunions because I felt out of place. Very few "old timers'
and mostly newer personnel where I felt I did not fit in. Sometimes the Association
would host a formal function or "dress up" dinners. I had served my time "dressed
Up"and did not feel right being there. I went to my last school class reunion (50
years) in slacks and sport shirt. I did not feel out of place and I felt comfortable.
This divers' reunion is set up so that you can come as you like and your wife or
"friend" can stay comfortable also.

I knowa lot of us older people have a different viewpoint on life and people. But we
all have a "commonthing" - we were all army divers. Allthat is past history, but we
can all discuss it together and bring some of the "newer" divers into our
conversations to find out howthey are coping with the difficulties of a newer
generation and equipment. We probably will find that actually it is not much
different than how we were.

I had an awakening when I was exposed to the new way things are and the very
"elite" army divers that I saw at Ft. Eustis when I was there a few years ago. I felt
like an outsider and a dinosaur, but I was made very comfortable by the "new"diver
as he showed me all the new stuff. He also was amazed as I told him how it was

years ago. I had a good time but it seemed too short.

We are all getting older and I do not feel like getting up too early (unless there is a
good reason) and sometimes my body needs a rest. I think the schedule that is on
for this reunion fits some of us older people. And it is in a nice area with many
other activities and interesting places and things to do in our free time.

I knowthere is cost, distance, and time involved but where else can you meet the
same kind of people that you were quite a while ago. Youdon't have to be timid or
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ashamed of talking to them as we all had the same experiences. Whether you
were in during war time or peacetime, we all can relate to each other. Time heals
a lot of wounds and experiences and it goes too fast.

I probably will be tired when I get there, as I am driving. Leaving Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, Sunday after the air show, picking up my wife in West Virginia, then
driving to Georgia for the first evening of the reunion. Don't wake me up before
the "bar" is open. I drink Shirley Temples. The doctor said that liquor and a few
other "good" things "enhance" my medication. Anyway, all you "older" divers and
friends probably have the same problems, but I hope that does not stop you
from coming to Savannahin August 07.

John Breazzano

For more information on the reunion please go to
http://www.usarmydeepseadivers.com/Diving.htm

Training DeveJoper's Notes
By SFC von Keyserling

This will be the last article I write as the Senior Training Developer for MaS 21D. I am leaving this
office and heading to Ft. Eustis, VA within the week. Here are some quick updates on doctrine and
regulations. Within the next 60 days, USAPA will be publishing the approved changes to AR 611-75,
the changes were approved by USAES, TRADOC, and Army G-1 over the last year. Basically the
changes now define what is initially considered as a high risk dive, it decreases dive side manning,
allows for permissive engineer diving duty, and updates the dive officer course with the current course
titles. Skill Level 1&2 STP is done and should be on the streets with in the next few months. We are
also working with the doctrine department to change some service specific publications to multi-
service pubs, like the dive manual and the P-990. Other then that things are moving forward slowly. I
appreciate all the pictures and articles that you have sent in over these last three years.
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Chief Dive Supervisor Notes
By MSG James Spaw

Hello all. I will start with the upcoming losses. I will miss the hard work and extreme dedication that SFC von
Keyserling applied to his and sometimes myjob. SFC von Keyserling and I have worked together since the mid 90's
and I have always valued his opinion and work ethic. I am sure the Fort Eustis Dive Company and more specifically
the 74th"Poseidon" Dive Detachment will benefit from his professionalism and dedication to the Army and to the
diving community. I look forward to his replacement, SFC Rameriz's, arrival in July. I have every confidence in
SFC Rameriz's ability to fill the void left by his predecessor. I would also like to congratulate both SFC lriving and
SSG(P) Bascomb on their OCS packet approval. SFC Irving has a tentative class date in November and it looks as if
SSG(P) Bascomb will be attending OCS in September. We will miss them both.

There has been a recent change to the BNCOC training track. Where there use to be three phases, Phase I and
Phase II at Ft. Leonard Wood and Phase III at Panama City, FL, there are now only two phases at BNCOC, Phase I
(commoncore)andPhaseII (1st ClassCourse).Congratulationsto SFCVaughanonpassingthepracticalexercise
(Master Diver Evaluations) for ANCOC. I would like to thank the D CO. 577thstaff and the evaluators for their
assistance.

I am still knee deep into the needed doctrine changes, safety inspections, and dive reporting. Some of which will
be addressed at the upcoming Working Divers Conference in Panama City, FL in May. There will be more to follow
on these subjects in the next bottom times. I would like to thank all the soldiers who are deployed to OIF or working
on missions throughout CONUS. Your hard work and professional conduct is being seen and applauded here in
USAES.


